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From: Frank S u - Associate
Regarding: South Bridge Project
The South Bridge Project is a mixed-use concept located in the North Michigan Avenue
portion of Chicago's business district and is to contain retail on the first few floors,
class A office, and a 300 room hotel. The existing area of South Bridge is a redevelopment zone, which currently consists of retail/entertainment, office, parking, and luxury
hotels. Currently, the proposed project emulates the existing product mix in the South
Bridge Area and our task is to analyze the market and propose a product mix. That is
financially viable and that highest and best use of the site.
Before analyzing each separate product type, the proposed product mix was analyzed
to determine project cash flows and a project ERR Figure 1 is a ten-year cash flow with
NOFs from Retail, Hotel, and office and incorporating given loan terms. A reversion
value was computed with given cap rates from the project year 11 NOI, which is
increased via the inflation rate from the base NOI. The pre-tax IRR for the proposed
project is 19-34% and the pre tax NPV, after financing, at 15% is $31,766,422.
Figure 1 shows that the proposed project is indeed quantitatively viable based on the
assumptions of a mixed-use building with retail, office, and a 268-room hotel. Next,
we will look at each product type and see what the impacts are for only a hotel, retail, or
office. If the project is just a retail building, the project would cost $303 million, rent
at $30 a square foot, and have a $31 million dollar base NOI. This retail only project
yields a 26.19% IRR over a ten year hold period. If the project is just a hotel it would
cost $270 million, have 700 rooms, and a base NOI of $23.7 million. This hotel
would yield an IRR of 11.57% over a ten year hold period. If the project is an office
building it would cost $303 million, rent at $20 a square foot, and have a base NOI of
$21.2 million. This office building would yield an IRR of 12.08% over a ten year hold.
The analysis above shows that the retail portion yields the highest IRR, with the office
next, and the hotel at the lowrest IRR. The retail portion demands the highest rents
and is comparable in costs to an office or a hotel. But realistically the entire building
cannot be only retail for 15 floors and a mix between the hotel and office needs to be
achieved. The original proposed project has an almost equal allocation between the
Hotel and Office. The main question becomes what is the best mix between office and
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hotel, assuming retail on the first few floors, based on the market analysis and the
competing projects in the area?
In the South Bridge area, there is an agglomeration of retail services and hotels. A
large mass of retail is positive because shoppers come to an area not for only one store
but to take advantage of a "shopping district" in order to visit a mass amount of
stores in a small radius. Therefore the amount of retail currently proposed maximizes
the first four floors of the building with the department store and some specialty
retail. In the South Bridge area there is also a large concentration of 2,300 hotel rooms
with a projected 2,027 luxury hotel rooms projected in the Chicago area. There are
major flag hotels in the area including Marriott and Hilton. The proposed project
would not only add 268 new rooms in the market, but would need to obtain a firm
management company, with a flag, to compete directly with the hotels in the area.
With the large amount of supply, we proposed to not develop a hotel but only retail
and office. The Hotel market is a riskier product type with short term leases where as
office can offer long term leases and less risk. The South Bridge area currently has 1.2
million square feet of office and the addition of 750,000 square feet to the market will
add a significant portion of office space. Downtown Chicago is definitely a desirable
location for office and the retail in the area provides desirable services for the office
tenants. Though there is a large base of office in the area, we believe that office is
definitely less risky and a good supply of quality office space can better compete against
some of the older stock.
Figure 2 shows a 10 year cash flow with the proposed original amount of retail and the
expanded office. The office portion now includes the original hotel square footage.
The total cost for the project is $332 million, stabilized BTCF of $ 11 million, a total
project IRR of 19.24%, and a NPV of $30 million at 15%. We can see that this product
mix yields a similar IRR but avoids the risk of adding more hotel rooms to a potentially saturated hotel market.
Conclusion
Our recommendation for the property is to provide the maximum amount of retail
on the first four floors, with the department store anchor, and provide office space
from floors four to fifteen, which will reduce the risk of a volatile and over supplied
Hotel market. Instead of adding the complexity of constructing a hotel, the project
should take a simpler approach and build retail only, to take advantage of the retail
area, and office, to reduce risk with long term leases.
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Figure 2
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